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"WOLFERS" I N  NORTHEASTERN North Carolina were 
busy on February 5 ,  1768. Records from the Tyrrell 
County courthouse read: 
Giles Long and Thomas Wllkinson awarded one pound 
for a certified wolf scalp; Jeremiah Norman awarded two 
pounds for certified wolf and wild-cat scalps; Davenport 
Smithwick awarded one pound for a certified wolf-scalp. 
Such was the nature of the war on the wolf: people killed 
them for money. The belief of the time held that the war 
was necessary because it was humadund's manifest des- 
tiny to tame the wilderness. And for the wilderness to be 
tame, the wolf had to be exterminated. The wolf was 
resourceful and hardy, but the wolfers persisted with 
incre'lsingly sophisticated methods of killing. The war 
lasted 200 years, and the wolf lost. 
History of the Red Wolf 
In the late 1700s, n~turahst William Bartram traveled 
throughout the southeastern United States. In his book 
Travels (Bartram 1791), he described the wolf he encoun- 
tered in Florida: 
Observing a company of wolves (lupus niger) under a few 
Qees, about a quarter of a mile from shore, we rode up to- 
w.ards them, they observing our approach, sat on their hin- 
der parts until we came nearly within shot of them, when 
they trotted off towards the forests, but stopped again and 
looked at us, at about two hundred yards dist~nce: we then 
whooped, and made a feint to pursue them; when they sep- 
arated from each other, some stretching off into the plains, 
and others see-king covert in the groves on the shore: when 
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we got to the trees we observed they had been feeding on 
the carcase of a horse. The wolves of Florida are larger than 
a dog, and are perfectly black, except the females, which 
have a white spot on the breast; but they are not SO large as 
the wolves of Canada and Pennsylvania, which are of a yel- 
lowish brown colour. 
About 60 years later, researchers concluded that the 
Florida wolf inhabited other southeastern states and that 
it was structurally different from wolves inhabiting the 
rest of North America (Audubon and Bachman 1851). 
Goldman (1944) supported this conclusion after exam- 
ining a large series of wolf specinlens from the south- 
eastern United States. He concluded that all the animals 
shared important cranial and dental characteristics and 
assigned them to one species, the red wolf (Canis rtiJlij), 
which has both red'and black phases. 
Even though the red wolf was first described dur- 
ing the eighteenth century, the species' natural history 
remained poorly understood until the latter part of 
a was the twentieth century. This lack of understandin, 
largely due to a lack of interest in studying the species 
before the 1960s, and by then red wolves were endan- 
gered (McCarley 1962). 
During the late 1960s and early 1g7os, most efforts 
were directed toward determining the red wolf's status 
in the wild and identify&g individuals to be placed in a 
captive breeding program. Because of this, our knowl- 
edge of red wolves prior to the restoration effort we de- 
scribe in this chapter (Rdey and hfcBride 1972; Shaw 
om remnant 1975) is based on relatively small samples f- 
and probably 'atypical red wolf populations. Phdips and 
Henry (1992) charactsrized the behavior and ecolog of 
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the red ciolf using preliminary data from the restoratior! 
program. In this chapter, we present a more detailed 
znalysis ofthese data and compare and contrast our find- 
ings, when possible, with the early information on the 
red wolf. 
From the restored popula~on,  we know that the red 
wolf, llke the gray wolf, is a monestrous species that t).p- 
ically becomes sexually mature by its second year. From 
historical data and the restoration to date, we know that 
litters average three pups (Riley and Mc3ride 1972) and 
that red wolves live in family groups similar to those of 
gray wolves (Fbley and McBride 1972; Shaw 1975). Data 
from the restored population indicate that the offspring 
of a breeding pair are tolerated in their natal home range 
until they disperse, and that dispersal is apparently re- 
la~ecl LU auiial faitcii.~ i i lu j t  typically aahucialed will1 ~ l i r  
onset of sexual maturity. 
We have noted some fundamental differences in 
the prey consumed by the remnant populations of red 
wolves and the restored population. Principal prey prior 
to  extinction included nutria, rabbits, and rodents (Ri- 
ley and McBride 1972; Shaw 1975). In contrast, the re- 
stored wolves relied on white-tailed deer, raccoon, and 
rabbits, with resource partitioning evident wi~hin packs. 
Data from the restoration program indicate that dens 
can be located both above and below ground, and that 
mortality is due to a variety of factors, including ve- 
hicles, parasitism, and intraspecific aggression. 
The demise of the red wolf was a result of many fac- 
tors. Human persecution of wild canids and human 
settlement of most of the southeastern United States 
forced the last few red wolves to use marginal habitat in 
Louisiana and Texas, where they bred with coyotes and 
suffered heavy parasite infestation (Nowak 1972, 1979; 
Riley and McBride 1972; Carley 1975; Custer and Pence 
1gSla; Pence et. a]. 1981). 
The red wolf was listed by the United States as en- 
dangered in 1967, and a recovery program was initiated 
with passage of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 
1973. The initial objective ofthe recoverypro,_  ram was to 
document the current distribution and abundance of 
red wolves in Texas and Lo~~siana.  Fieldwork quickly re- 
vealed that free-ranging red wolves were rare, while coy- 
otes were common (Fbley and hIcBride 1972; Carley 
1975). Red wolf-coyote hybrids were also common (Car- 
ley 1975). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (LSFPVS) 
concluded that the red wolf could be recovered only 
throw& captive breeding and reintroductions (Carley 
1975) 
Captive Breeding of Red 'ItTol.i-es 
In Sovember 1973, 2 red wolf captive breedlng program 
was established at the Point Defiance Zoological Gar- 
dens, Tacoma, ib7ashington. To supply animals to the 
breeding program, the USFJVS captured over 400 canids 
from southwestern Louisiana and southeastern Texas 
from 1973 to 1980 (Carley 1975; McCarley and Carley 
1979; USFIVS 1990). Measurements, vocalization analy- 
ses, and skull X rays were used to distinguish red wolves 
from coyotes and red wolf-coyote hybrids (Carley 1975; 
Paradiso and Nowak 1971,1972; Riley and McBride 1972; 
Shaw 1975), although these criteria had their critics (Jor- 
dan 1979). Of the 400 animals captured, only 43 were be- 
lieved to be red wolves and sent to the breeding facility. 
Tlle firs1 1i~l t . r~  wcre procluied in captivity i11 May ly// .  
Some of the pups were believed to be hybrids, so they 
and their parents were removed from the captive pro- 
gram. Of the original 43 animals, only 14 were consid- 
ered pure red wolves and became the breeding stock for 
the captive program (USFWS 1990). 
Although Bartram (1791) observed the black phase of 
the red wolf, he saw very few individuals. Had he viewed 
more, he would have realized that red wolves most of- 
ten show a mixture of gray, black, and cinnamon-buff 
(Goldman 1944). Physically, the red wolf is intermediate 
to the coyote and gray wolf (Canis I L L ~ Z L S )  (Bekoff 1977a; 
Mech 1g74a; Paradiso and Nowak 1972). The dispropor- 
tionately long legs and large ears are tcvo obvious features 
that separate red wolves from coyotes and gray wolves 
(Riley and McBride 1972). 
It is difficult, however, to dstinguish red wolves from 
red wolf-coyote hybrids (Carley 1975). This difficulty, 
combined with the intermediate morphology of red 
wolves and the commonness of hybrids, fueled a last- 
ing debate over the taxonomic status of the red wolf (see 
Wayne and Vila, chap. 8, and Nowak, chap. 9 in this vol- 
ume). Some authorities consider the red wolf a full spe- 
cies (Paradiso 1968; Atluns and Dillon 1971; Paradiso and 
Nowak 1971; Elder and Hayden 1977; Ferrell et al. 1980; 
Gipson et al. 1974; Nowak i979), while others consider it 
a subspecies of the gray wolf (Lawrence and Bossert 1967, 
1975) or a hybrid resulting from interbreedings of gray 
wolves and coyotes (Mech 1970; Wayne and Jenks 1991). 
In response, the USFWS conducted an e-uhaustive 
review of the issue and concluded that the red wolf is ei- 
ther a separate species or a subspecies of the gray wolf 
( P W p s  and Henry 1992; Ko.cvak 1992a; Xowak et al. 
1995). Since then, molecular genetic data from wolves in 
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sautheastern Ontarlo have led i\'dson et al. (2000) to 
contend that the red wolf and eastern tlmber wolf (Canis 
lziprrs lycaon) were closely- related and shared a common 
lineage with the coyote untll 1j0,ooo to joo,ooo years 
ago. However, Nowak (2002) presented morphological 
data countering this claim and supporting a taxonomic 
separation between the red wolf and gray wolf. Some ge- 
netic work provides similar evidence (Mech and Feder- 
off 2002). Regardless of its true identity, the red wolf 
continues to be worthy of recovery efforts. 
The Reintroduction Program 
In 1984, the American Zoological Association (AZA) in- 
cluded the red wolf in its Species Survival Plan (SSP) 
program. This action helped intensify management of 
the species in captivity. A population viability assess- 
ment (PVA) conducted by the AZA estimated that re- 
covering the red wolf and maintaining 8j% of its genetic 
diversity for 150 years would require retaining at least 330 
red wolves in captivity and restoring at least 220 wolves 
in the wild at three or more sites. This strategy would in- 
sure against random events that could wipe out a small 
population (USFWS 1990) (however, cf. Fuller et al., 
chap. 6 in this volume). 
Long before the red wolf SSP was undertaken, the 
USFWS had been considering reintroduction. Indeed, 
the 1974 decision to place the last few wild red wolves in 
captivity was based on the belief that the animals or their 
offspring could eventually be reintroduced into the wild. 
The red wolf reintroduction program was initiated 
in 1986. Warren Parker coordinated the effort, and M. K. 
Phillips was assigned to &rest it. An excerpt from Phil- 
lips's field journal, written as he began his involvement 
with the red wolf recovery program, proved especially 
prophetic: 
I was mesmerized by the  ddiilt pair of red wolves racing 
about the large enclosure at the Point Defiance breeding 
facility. I knew what a red wolflooked like, but seeing live 
specimens was revedmg in ways I had not anticipated. They 
acted wild, much more intolerant ofpcople than I expected. 
And they moved silently as if floating inches above the 
ground. I was excited by these characteristics because they 
suggested tha: these wolves codd survive in thc d d .  
Bzcause premous attempts to trandocate gray wolves 
to Isle Royale Xational Park ( h l ~ h  1966b; . l e n  19791, 
arctic Maska (Henshaw et al. 1.979)~ and hlichigan 
(IVeise et d. 197j) had failed, the USF\VS had no proto- 
col for successfully reintroducing wolves. Thus, during 
1976 and 1977, the USFWS focused efforts on develop- 
ing reintroduction methodology (e.g., acchat ion,  re- 
lease, and recapture techniques). To assess the relative 
merits of various approaches to reintroduction, the 
U S W S  released two groups of wdd-caught red wolves 
onto Bulls Island, a 5,000 acre (2,000 ha) component 
of the Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge in South 
Carolina (Carley 1979, 1981). These experiments dem- 
onstrated that red wolves acclimated at release sites for 
6 months exhibited more restricted movements and 
higher persistence rates than red wolves released without 
being acclimated. This finding became the cornerstone 
oflogic that supported the contention that it was feasible 
to reintroduce red wolves at select m a d a n d  sites. 
After a failed proposal to use "Land Between the 
Lakes" in western Kentucky and Tennessee as the first 
mainland site for restoring red wolves (Carley and 
Mechler 1983), the USFWS chose the Alligator River Na- 
tional Wildlife Refuge ( A W T R )  in northeastern North 
Carolina as the site for this landmark restoration project. 
ARNWR includes 120,ooo acres (48,582 ha) of coastal 
plain habitats that are ideal for red wolves. ARNWR sup- 
ports abundant prey, no coyotes, and few livestock; 
is bounded on three sides by large bodies of water; is 
sparsely settled by humans; and lies adjacent to jl,ljj 
acres (20,702 ha) of undeveloped habitat owned by the 
Department of Defense (DOD) (Lee et al. 1982; Koff- 
singer et al. 1984; Phillips et al. 1995). 
In 1990, the USFWS began adding Pocosin Lakes Na- 
tional Wildlife Refuge to the program to enlarge the res- 
toration area. Pocosin Lakes was also ided for red wolves 
because of its large size (110,ooo acres or 44,jjl ha), re- 
moteness, abundant prey, small populations of coyotes 
and livestock, and proximity to ARNWR. While the res- 
toration effort is still being carried out, this chapter pre- 
sents specifics about the project from 1987 through 199.1. 
Preparations for Wolf Reintroduction 
TO promote reintroductions of endangered species, 
Congress amended the ESX m 1982 to allow reintro- 
duced popula~ons to be legally designated as "e-xperi- 
mental/nonessentiJ" rather than endangered. That des- 
ignation allows the USFWS to relax restrlcrions of the 
ESX to encourage cooperation h o m  those llkely to be 
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affccted by -the reintroduction (Bean 1983; Fitzgerald 
1988; Parker and Phillips 1991). 
Before the red wolf reintroduction program was ini- 
tiated, the USFWS briefed representatives of environ- 
mental organizations in IVashington, D.C., the North 
Carolina congressional delegation, the North Caroha  
Department of Agriculture, the governor's office, local 
county officials, and local landowners. The U.S. Air 
Force and Navy were briefed because they conduct train- 
ing missions in the 40,000 acres (18,000 ha) adjacent to 
the refuge. Numerous personal contacts were made with 
local citizens, especially hunters and trappers, in prepa- 
ration for four public meetings held during February 
1986. At these meetings, the experimentallnonessential 
designation was explained clearly. 
Comments resulting from the meetings were inte- 
grated into the proposed regulations (Parker et al. 1986). 
For example, the county government and local sports- 
men supported the reintroduction on the condition that 
hunting and trapping still be permitted. In response, 
the USFWS decided to permit those activities even 
though they might result in the accidental "take" of a red 
wolf. The USFWS decided that the taking of a red wolf 
would not be prosecuted when it was unavoidable, un- 
intentional, or did not result from negligent conduct, 
provided that the incident was reported immediately 
to the refuge manaser or other authorized personnel. 
The USFWS hrther decided that wolves could be taken 
by citizens in defense of human life, but not to pre- 
vent or reduce depredations (e.g., of livestock or pets). 
In instances of depredations, citizens were required to 
contact USFWS or state conservation officers author- 
ized to institute control measures. Without doubt, the 
flexibility of the experimental /nonessential designation 
was important in solicitins support for the proposed 
project. 
The wolves we selected for release were taken from 
the USFWS's certified captive breeding stock. IVe con- 
sidered each animal's age, health, genetics, reproduc- 
tive history, behavior, and physical traits. Before release, 
ive acclimated each wolf in a 225 m' (277-yard3) pen at 
AR,\J\VR. We acclimated the wolves to prepare them for 
life in the wdd and to attenuate their possible tendency 
to travel widely after release. Acclimation periods were 
lengthy and averaged lg months (n = 42, range 5 to 49 
months), except for three adults, one yearling, and siu 
pups that we acclvnated for an axrerage of one monrh (14 
davs to 2.5 months). The wolves were either released &- 
rectly from the acclimation pens or transported to a re- 
mote location and released from a shipping container. 
Because we v;ere concerned that confinement would 
increase the wolves' tolerance of humans (a life-theat- 
ening traii for ivolves about to be released in areas that 
might be used by some unsympathetic members of the 
public), we minimized human contact with them during 
acclimation, hoping to reduce their tolerance of hu- 
mans. Additionally, we tried to provide the wolves with 
experiences they would encounter in the wild. For ex- 
ample, we varied the feeding regime to expose the ani- 
mals to fcast-or-famine conditions, and we weaned them 
from dog food and fed them an all-meat diet. IVe pro- 
vided live prey to the first eight wolves we released to  
give them the opportunity to hone their predatory s U s .  
To keep the wolves in the area immediately after re- 
lease and to facilitate their development of predatory 
slcllls and knowledge of prey habits, we provided the 
wolves with supplemental food in the form of deer car- 
casses placed near the release sites for a month or two 
after release. This approach was more cost-effective and 
practical in promoting the wolves' transition to the wild 
than providing live prey in the acclimation pens. Ac- 
cordingly, that practice was halted after the first eight 
releases. 
Just before release, we gave the wolves a final health 
check; administered various vaccines, vitamin supple- 
ments, and a parasiticide; took blood samples; deter- 
mined weights; and fitted the wolves with motion- 
sensitive radio collars. Since pups were too small to wear 
radio collars, we implanted abdominal radio transmit- 
ters in them at about lo weeks of age. Most of these mi-  
mals were recaptured as aduits and outfitted with radio 
collars. In addition, we captured 83% of theknown wdd- 
born offspring and outfitted them with radio collars. 
Wolf Releases 
Philhps's field journal described the first red wolf release: 
Monday, 9/14/87: weather-clear, cool, and calm during 
morning; afternoon, light southeast breeze and tempera- 
tures in the upper 80's. At 0904 h Warren Parker, John Tay- 
lor, Chris Lucash and I departed the housebozt in the small 
Boston whaler to the South Lake pen. The c h  weather 
made for a smooth ride but added to our anxiety because 
we knew that wolves 14oM and 2jiF could hear us coming. 
At 0912 h we turned the en-e off and floared the last 
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jo  yards. Chris aild I steadied the boa? as \iBrren and John 
muscled the  110 lb. deer cayi2ss out  of the boat and began 
the wet walk through tine sa~\,grass marsh t o  t h e  pen. At 
0 9 3  h they return:d breathless, anuious, and nervous. 
Both were unusually quiet. Taylor said nothing, but  Parker 
uttered "we did it, we let them go." 
From that rather humble beginning grew an aggres- 
sive restoration effort that eventually resulted in the re- 
lease of 6; wolves on 76 occasions from October 1987 
through December 1994 (tables 11.1-11.3). We released 
wolves directly from acclimation pens 46% of the time; 
for all other releases we transported wolves to remote 
sites and released them from shipping containers. Each 
wolf was released once, except for six adults that we re- 
leased twice and three that we ~cleased t111t.r ti111t.a. 5.v~ 
defined a release as an inltial release or a re-release of a 
wolf in a different area or with a different social group. 
Because the intent of the reintroduction was to restore a 
self-sustaining population, we considered a release suc- 
cessful if the animal eventually bred and raised pups in 
the wild. 
Most initial releases involved adult pairs (n  = 14) or 
families (n = a ) ,  although additional releases included 
two siblings, an adult with a yearling, and an ad~llt  with 
a pup. We conducted most releases (p%) between Au- 
gust and October, when pups were 4-6 months old. Mre 
define adults as animals over 24 months of age, yearlings 
between 12 and 24 months of age, and pups less than 
12 months of age. The adults we released ranged from 
2 to 7 years. 
Because wolves are wide-ranging and secretive, radlo- 
tracking was our most important field technique. Thus, 
capt~uing wolves to attach or replace radio collars was a 
common field activity. Once a wolf was captured, we 
could also implement manasenent aciions that had 
been specifically crafted for that pariicular wolf (e.g., re- 
turn to captivity). 
Radio-tracking greatly facilitated our determination 
of wolf movements, results of releases, and fates of 
wolves. The length of time we telemetric-dy monitored 
a wolf depended on the animal's fate and ranged horn 0.1 
months to 77.1 months (Z = 1j.4, SE = 1.6). We moni- 
tored wolves frequently from the ground and the air. For 
example, from September 1987 through December 1994 
we logged 1,453 hours in dyed-wing aircraft during 755 
telemetry flights and recorded more than lo,ooo wolf lo- 
cations. The monitoring was so successful that we deter- 
mined the outcome of 93% of the releases of captive- 
born wolves and the fates of 77% of the known wild-born 
wolves (n = 66). \\;e also learned the cause of death for 
94% of the wolves that died (n = 51). In addition, inten- 
sive monitoring allowed us to respond quickly to man- 
agement issues that arose. 
Only 21% of the releases with known outcomes were 
successful (table 11.1). The successful releases led to 
eleven adults and three pups establishing themselves and 
eventually producing pups in the wild (tables ~l . l - l l . j ) .  
One adult female was involved in two successful releases. 
Successfully restored adults persisted in the wild an av- 
erage of 22 months, or about two reproductive cycles 
(table 11.2), whereas adults involved in unsuccessful re- 
leases persisted for an average of only about 3 months 
(table 11.2). Pups involved in successful releases persisted 
in the wild an average of 61 months, or about five repro- 
,ductive cycles, whereas pups involved in unsuccessful 
releases persisted for an average of 7 months (table 11.3). 
Success was not affected by the manner of release, 
as 19% and 25% of the releases from acclimation pens 
and shipping containers were successful, respectively. 
T A B L E  11.1. Outiornes of red i.volf releases in northeastern Nor& Carolina, Sc.ptember 1987-December 1994 
Age, sex 
N No. individuals Outcomes 
involved in 
Wulves Releases Success* Fai!ure Unknown successes 
Adult males 16 -- 7 7 6 i 6 0 6 
Adult females 16 23 6 16 1 J 
Male pups 16 16 - 7 12 - 7 2 
Femde pups 15 15 1 12 2 1 
Totals 63 76 15 56 J 14 
;.i ielezse was considered juccessfu! Lithe mimal raised pups m the wild. 
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T A B L E  11.2. R e s d i ~  of fori).-fau~ red wolfre!eases of kno\\n outcomss invoiving thiry-one a d d  red ;r,o!ves 
Average z SD 
Outcomes a 
9.6 of total persis:snce 
releases Families Pai-s Return to in the wild 
( n  = 45) ( n  = 6) (n = 14) Death captivity Free-ranging (months) 
Success"(t: = 12) 27% 33% 24% 58% - 33% + 9% 22 f I S  
Failure ( n  = 32) 73% 67% 7696 36% + 57% + 7% 3 ' 1 4  
"Outcomes were determined through p December 1994. 
bA release was considered successful ifthe wolf raised pups in the wild 
TABLE 11.3. Results of twenty-seven red wolf releases of known outcomes 
involving twenty-seven pups 
Average % SD Outcomes 
% of total persistence 
releases Return to Free- in  the wild 
( n  = 27) Death captiv~ty ranging (months) 
Success" ( n  = 3) 11% 0 0 100% 62 % 4 
Failure (n  = 24) 89% 68% 25% 7% 7% 7 
"Outcomes were determined through 31 December 1994. 
bA release was considered successful if h e  wolf raised pups in the wild. 
Additionally, the type of social group (family versus 
adult pair) a wolf was released with did not appear to 
greatly affect the probability of success (see table 11.2). 
The eventual fates of the released adults varied. &lost 
adults invol~ed in successful releases eventually died in 
the wild, whereas adults involved in failed releases were 
commonly returned to capti~lty within 3 months after 
release (see table 11.1). In contrast, the one female and 
two male pups that were involved in successful releases 
were free-ransing through December 1994. A higher 
proportion of pups than adults that failed died in the 
wild (see table 11.3). 
Most successful adults (91%) and 60?)0 of the pups- 
successful or not-established home ranges that in- 
,eluded thf release area. Establishment of home ranges 
began immediately following release; wide-ranging ex- 
ploratory forays were not common. Only one adult and 
one pup that eventually bred in the wdd cbd so after es- 
tablishing home ranges that &d not include their release 
sites. About 30% of the uns~ccessful adults established 
home ranges that included their release sites, whereas 
the remaining 70% traveled widely immediately after be- 
ing freed; on average these animals traveled a straight- 
h e  distance of n 2 4 SD miles (18.3 krn + 6.4 SD km) 
before dying or being returned to captivity. This trend 
was much less pronounced for unsuccessful pups, as 
only 40% of these animals abandoned their release sites 
immediately after being freed; they traveled an aver- 
age straight-line distance of g ? 3 SD miles (15.5 ? 4.7 
SD km) befort dying or being returned to captivity. 
Because almost all the adults we released were accli- 
mated for lengthy periods, there exists limited oppor- 
tunity to clarify the effect of acclimation duration on 
the probability of success and post-release movements. 
However, some insight can be gained by examining the 
results of releases involving three adults and seven pups 
that, for various rzasons, were acclimated for an average 
of only 0.9 months. Two of these pups and one of the 
adults established home ranges that included the release 
site and persisted for an average of 18.5 months (SD = 
33.1 months). One of these pups survived to sexual ma- 
turity and bred. 
Of the remaining seven wolves, one experienced an 
unknown fate, while six others persisted in the wiJd for 
only 1.0 month (SD = 0.7 months); none of these-ani- 
mals restricted their movements to the release area. Five 
of these seven wolves were members of a family that we 
acclimated and released on Durant Island. Immediately 
after release, the adult male drowned leaving the island; 
the adult female wandered widely and was returned to 
captii,ity. Following her departure, two ofthe three pups 
drowned, and the third disappeared. PossiS1~- the behav- 
ior of these wolves resdted from the shor: acclimation 
period. 
Success: Reproduction and Colonization 
Durin~; the telemetry flight on h,la).- j, ly8S I observed adults 
211M and 196F. It was the first time in two weeks that 1g0F 
was away from what we hoped was her den. She seemed 
slimmer and spryer than t~vo weeks earlier. As we circled 
for one last look, a small black ball of hr hurried to  keep 
pace with the adults. The pudgy pup, known officially as 
jqqF but  affectionately referred to as "slick and steady," was 
the first red wolf born in the wild in North Carolina in 
many decades. 
This observation from Phillips's field journal indi- 
cated that captive-born red wolves like 211M and 196F 
could make the transition from captivity to the wild 
and produce offspring. Indeed, fourteen captive-born 
wolves and tcvelve wild-born wolves bred in the wild. 
From 1988 through 1994, thirteen adult pairs pro- 
duced twenty-three litters that contained a minimum of 
sixty-six pups (table 11.4). The average litter contained 
three pups (range 1-5). Individual wolves contributed 
differentially to production. For example, two males 
(16% of the  males that bred) and three females (31% of 
the females that bred) produced 36% and 42% of the 
known pups born, respectively. The wolves produced lit- 
ters in the wild every year except 1989, when no wolves 
were paired during the breeding season. However, only 
38% of the pups were produced during the first 4 years, 
whereas 65% were produced during the final 3 years 
(table 11.4). 
TABLE 11.4. History ~ f i - r d  woifproduitioll in the wild 
in nurthe:~btzrl1 North Carolina, lgSY -1994 
No. of blinimurn no. of pups 
Ye a~ litters (M.F.?) 
Jb-e esiimated parturition dates by noting \\-hen the 
adult pair began shou-ing affinity to a particular area, 
indicating probable denning. JV'helping extended from 
mid-April through early Ma): with most litters being 
produced during late April. 
\\:ild-born wolf 67oM was the youngest red wolf to 
breed; he sired a litter at about lo months, much ear- 
lier than most wild gray wolves (see Mech and Boitani, 
chap. 1, Fuller et al., chap. 6, and Kreeger, chap. 7 in this 
volume). In contrast, breeding by yearling coyotes can 
be  significant (Knowlton 1972; Kennelly 1978; Todd, 
Keith, and Fischer 1981). Male 442, who sired a litter at 
about 46 months (about 4 years), was the oldest wild- 
born male to breed, but we had n o  older wild-born 
males. The youngest recorded breeding for wild-born 
females was 22 months (n  = 3); the oldest wild-born fe- 
male bred at about 70 months (about 6 years), but we 
had no older wild-born females. 
The limits of breeding age for captive-born wolves 
largely depended on when they were released. The earli- 
est breeding for a captive-born male was 22 months, and 
for a female about 46 months. Captive-born male 184 
bred at about 82 months (about 7 years) of age, and fe- 
male 205 at about 106 months (about 9 years) of age. 
Despite our best efforts at matchmaking by keep- 
ing unrelated adult males and females together in accli- 
mation pens for several months, only four (28%) of the 
adult pairs that we released together stayed together and 
produced litters in the wild. Most reproduction resulted 
from nine pairs that formed naturally in the wild. In  
seven of these pairs, the adults began consorting about 
4 months before the breeding season. The other two 
pairs were together for 8 and 17 months before suciess- 
f ~ ~ l l y  breeding. About 80% of the adult pairs that were 
together during a breeding season produced a litter the 
following spring (n  = 27). 
TiVe learned little about the persistence of pairs of 
d d - b o r n  wolves because only three females (344F, jjYF, 
and 496F) produced multiple litters. Female 3-41 had the 
same mate for all four of her litters, but  female 508 had 
different mates in 1993 and 1994. Female 496 also gave 
b i r ~ h  to several litters, but we never determined the 
identity of her mate(s). Captive-born wolves provided 
more  information about pair persistence. SLY captive- 
born  wolves produced multiple litters in the vdd,  LI- 
cluding four ani-mals that retained their original mates. 
The remaining two accepted new mates only after their 
ori,@nal mates were returned to c a p d ~ i t y  or lulled. Fe- 
male 300 and male jig produced litters in lggo, 1991, and 
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1992 and remained together during lggj and 1994 even 
thou,oh they did not produce pups during those years. 
T i ~ o  pairs consisting of captive-born acolves that forined 
L? the wild and one captive-born pair we released falled 
to  breed during their first year together, but bred suc- 
cessfully the following year. 
Biology of the Restored Wolves 
Restoration of the red wolf population allowed us to 
study many aspects of red wolf biology, natural history, 
and behavior that had never been investigated before. 
Den Characteristics 
Three dens we inspected were aboveground nests (Mech 
1993b) situated under dense vegetation, where the water 
table probably precluded underground dens. Through 
aerial radio-trackng, we learned the locations of twenty 
other dens that we did not inspect. Most were located 
along the sides or tops of brushy windro\vs in agricul- 
tural areas where the soil was friable and the water table 
low. Many were probably underground dens. 
The three females that produced multiple litters 
showed varying patterns of annual den use. For example, 
j44F used the same den for 4 consecutive years, and 
j94F for 2 consecutive years. Both dens were burrows. 
In  contrast, female 300 established a new den every year 
for 3 years, probably because her home range was domi- 
nated by swamps and her dens were aboveground nests. 
Using aboveground nests would niake myriad sites 
available, which would increase the odds that she would 
den in a different location every year. In addition, she 
may have needed to do little to prepare the nests for 
FLIPS and that may have reduced her affinitytor any par- 
ticular site. 
Red tvolves routinely used den areas froill mid-April 
until mid-July. For packs consisting of more than an  
adult pair, we documented all wolves frequen~ing dens, 
although we located breeding pairs there the most. By 
mid- July, wolves began moving more widely and seldom 
visited the dens. 
Fates of Wild-Born Wolves 
As of 31 December 1994,36 (54%) of the 66 wolves con- 
ceived and born in the wdd were free-ranging, l j  (23%) 
had unknown fates, 10 (1596) had bed, and j (896) had 
been placed in captiblty By December 1.994, tlie oldest 
T A ~ L E  11.5. Pers i~~sn i :  tins of124 i\-o!~ej hi-o!vd in ;he 
noithe;s:sin K o r h  Carolina restoratior. efion, 1: 5qt:mbs: 
~ ~ S i - j l  December 1394 
hlean 1 SD 
S o .  i\,lth peisistsnie 
Origin L~o\vm fates (months) 
Captive-born adultsb 5 1 8: 13 
Captive-born pups " 27 13 2 19 
Wild-born 44 22 T 18 
- 
'Persistence times are mirumurns because some i\,olves were free-ranging 
throu& December 1994. 
bThere was no significant difference in persistence tlmes behvecr! these nvo 
samples (P = -14, d.f. = 45, Kruskd-Wallis test s:atistic = j j .~ j ) .  
'Persistence time rms significantly different from each of the other two 
samples (for adults, P = .ol, d.f. = j7, Ejuskal-Wallis test statistic = S7.;8; for 
pups, l' = -02, d.f. = 49, Kruskal-WaUls test staristlc = 72.643 
wild-born red wolf was 80 months of age. Wild-born 
pups persisted significantly longer than wolves we re- 
leased (P < .02). There was n o  significant difference 
in average persistence times between captive-born pups 
and captive-born adults (P = .14) (table 11.5). 
We placed four wild-born wolves in captivity at the 
behest of landowners who felt the wolves would eventu- 
ally cause problems, and another t h ~ t  a farmer thought 
had been abandoned. 
Red Wolf Dispersal 
11/25/91, hdollday: Flew tod~y and located all wolves except 
49724, despite a wide-ranging search. I suspect that he's dis- 
persed as did his sister h few d2ys ago. 
This entry from Phillips's field journal was an impor- 
tant portent for the restoration program. We docu- 
mented dispersal from natal ranges by eight male and 
ten female wolves born in the wild. The lack of a sex bias 
among red wolf dispersers (P = 48,  X 2  = 0.50, d.f. = 1) 
is consistent with reports for gray wolves (Fritts and 
Mech 1981; Peterson, Woolington, and B d e y  1984; Bal- 
lard et al. 1987; Fuller 1989b; Gese and Mech 1991; Boyd 
et al. 199 5). Five dispersino, males and seven females were 
members of intact natal packs. O n  average, these males 
and females dispersed at about the same age, 27 = 9 SD 
months and 23 Z 10 SD months, respectively (P = .52, 
t = .66, d.f, = IG). Similar ages have been reported for 
gray wolves in hlinnesota ( h k c h  198;a), hlontana (Boyd 
et al. 199j), and ,Vaska (Ballard et al. 1987). 
Of the fifteen r+.olves born L7 the wiid u.ith fates un- 
l aown,  only j02F dispersed (at 22.j  months of age) be- 
fore we lost radio contact with her. Of the remaining 
fourteen, eleven were about 3.5 months old when rve lost 
contact 1~5th them. The final three remained in thei- . na- 
tal ranges for 13 to 20 months before disappearing. 
Six pups dispersed after disruption of their natal 
pack's social cohesion. Four of these dispersed from 
their natal ranges within 3 months after we captured and 
returned their parents to captivity. Two o~her  male pups 
dispersed within 2 months following the displacement of 
their father by an unrelated male. Apparently the dis- 
ruption of social bonds between adults and offspring 
prompted these pups to disperse at the relatively young 
average age of 8 t 1 SD months. Dispersal by small num- 
bers of gray wolf pups has also been documented (Fuller 
1989b; Gese and Mech 1991). 
Our findings of high dispersal rates for yearlings are 
similar to those of Fritts and Mech (1981), Peterson, 
\Voolington, and Bailey (1984), and Boyd et al. (1995). All 
of the wolf populations in these studies were at low den- 
sity or increasing, intraspecific strife was uncommon, 
2nd all occupied areas of relatively high prey densities. 
Dispersing red wolves settled new ranges in 1- 44 days 
(average = g days, SD = 13 days, n = 12). Males and fe- 
males dispersed similar mean distances of 36 i 22 SD 
km and t+j t 58 SD km, respectively, or 22 2 13 miles and 
27 F 35 miles (P = .74, t = -.34, d.f. = 8). Similarly, gray 
wolves do not show a sex bias in dispersal distance (Bal- 
lard et al. 1987; Mech ig87a; Fuller 1989h; Gese and Mech 
1991; Mech et al. 1998). 
Almost go% of red wolf dspersers traveled south- 
ward or w e s ~ a r d  to areas without wolf packs that con- 
tained good habitat and abundant prey. For most of 
these animals, established pack territories lay to the 
north and east. Only one wolf was killed while dispers- 
ing; she was hit by a vehicle. The other seventeen dis- 
persing wolves settled new areas; 6 5% of them eventually 
paired and produced offspring (table 11.6). 
W dispersals occurred between September and 
March, with 72% between November and February. 
Gray wolves show a similar peak in dispersal, although 
some gray wolves disperse at other seasons (Fritts and 
hlech 1981; Peterson, Woolington, and B d e y  1984; Bai- 
lard et al. 1987; hlech 1987a; Fuller 1g8gb; Gese and hlech 
1991; Boyd et al. 1995; Mech et al. 1998). 
Since wolves ofien dispersed at about the age of ser- 
ual maturity, it is Uely that was a predisposing factor in 
T.\BLE 11.6. Fat25 of scvent~crl rsd wol\.es &a: dispersed and setiied 
iii ~ S W  2r52S in n o r i h ~ z s i e : ~  Yorih Carohna, 14 Ssptembei 138;- 
;I December 1994 
Fate 
Llinimum 
No. of wolves Littsrs PUPS 
(X1.F.) producsd produccd 
Paired and bred 4.7 12 36 
Pairrd but no pups 1 .O 
Lived alone 1.2 
Consorted with coyotes 2.0 1 3 
dispersal (see Mech and Boitani, chap. 1 in this volume). 
Dispersal seemed to be an effective means ofmaximizing 
genetic fitness, given that 76% of our wild-born animals 
that dispersed eventually consorted with other canids 
(usually with other wolves, but also with coyotes; see 
below), and 70% of the animals eventually produced 
pups (see table 11.6). Clearly, dispersal facilitates genetic 
exchange, thus reducing the frequency of inbreeding 
and associated problems (Mech 1987a; D. Smith et al. 
1997; Mech et al. 1998). Eoyd et al. (1995) pointed out 
that dispersal may help to ensure the genetic health of 
low-density, recolonizing wolf populations. 
Dispersal also greatly affects the politics of wolf resto- 
ration. Through dispersal, a wolf population can spread 
out over a large area fairly quickly. This fact is tremen- 
dously important to acknowledge because many op- 
ponents of wolf restoration argue that wolves will not 
stay put, that they will wander widely and establish 
themselves well beyond the intended area. Regardless of 
where wolves are released, they are a "fluid" resource 
that will move about regardless of political boundaries. 
To be successful, restoration design must take this into 
account 
Red Wolf-Coyote Interactions 
We observed one captive-born female and two wrld- 
born male wolves consorting with coyotes. \Ire returned 
the female to captivity before she acheved sexual matu- 
rity. One male was shot and probably did not sire a litter 
with a coyote. The other apparently did sire a litter of 
three hybrid pups during spring 199;. In July we cap- 
tured two of these pups (both females) and observed the 
third. All were in poor health from sarcoptic mange 
(Sarcoptes scablei). We believe the one pup died shortlv 
after we observed it, and we placed the two captured 
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anima!~ in captil-it)-! treated them, and studied their 
morphological development. , 
At about 8 months of age, the hybrid pups weighed 
an average of 12 kg ( 2 6  pounds), about the same size as 
four adult female coyotes we captured in the area (a~rer- 
age weight = 13 kg, SD = 1 kg) but much smaller than 
female red wolves of comparable age (average weight = 
18 kg, SD = 2 kg, n = 1;). One female acted like the three 
coyotes we maintained in captivity: she was withdrawn 
and would often slink around the pen in our presence. 
The other female's behavior was wolflike: she was bold 
and ran excitedly around the pen in our presence. Both 
their physical appearance and their behavior suggested 
that they were the progeny of a male red wolf breeding a 
female coyote. 
At the outset of- the restoration effort we assumed that 
unmated red wolves would readily breed coyotes because 
historically they had done so in Texas and Louisiana. In 
those areas, red wolves were rare and coyotes were com- 
mon, as discussed earlier. Historical hybridization be- 
tween red wolves and coyotes could have been due to the 
fact that wolves encountered far more coyotes than con- 
specifics. In contrast, in northeastern North Carolina 
after restoration began, wolves were common and coy- 
otes rare. Indeed, the scarcity of coyotes in northeastern 
Xorth Carolina was one reason the ARNWR was se- 
lected for red wolf restoration. From 1987 through 1994 
we captured 106 wolves, but only 4 coyotes. Although 
our trapping targeted wolves, coyotes would have been 
captured if they were present. 
Even though hybridization between red wolves and 
coyotes was not a serious problem through 1994, it be- 
came so about then (Kelly er a]. 1999). A comprehen- 
sive population and habitat viability assessment (Kelly 
et al. 1999) facilitated the development of an adaptive 
management plan to address the hybridization problcm 
(Kelly 2000). The plan, implemented in April 1999, 
called for hybridization to be eliminated or reduced by 
euthanizing or sterilizing coyotes and hybrids and pro- 
moting the formation and maintenance of wolfbreeding 
pairs. By 2002 the results were beginning to show that 
hybridization could potentially be reduced to an accept- 
able level. Even if this proves t o  be the case, there is little 
likelhood of r e s t o ~ g  a red wolf population elsewhere 
without intensive management. There are no suitable 
restoration areas in the historic range of the red wolf that 
are not inhabited by coyotes. 
As part of the adaptive management plan, intensive 
genetic, morpholo,oical, aid ecological research is under 
xvay on red ~volves and other canids in northeastern 
North Carolina. Such studies will improve our kno~\yl- 
edge of certain aspects of wolf-coyote interactions, in- 
cluding the ex-tent of introgression between the species 
and the parentage and identity of canids of unknown 
origin. Such knowledge will help determine whether it is 
possible to restore the red wolf as a unique taxon func- 
tioning as an important component of the southeastern 
landscape. 
Home Range Characteristics 
Location data from ninety-six wolves were obtained 
from aircraft and by triangulation from the ground. 
Locations per wolf ranged from 2 to  1,085 (Z = 113, 
SD = 12). We chose thirteen wolves from three packs to 
represent the home range size of red wolves at ARKTVR. 
The packs were chosen for the completeness of their data 
sets. The Mdltail, Gator, and Airport packs had estab- 
lished themselves early in the restoration (more than 
a year before collection of the data we analyzed), were 
tracked intensively, and occupied significantly different 
habitats. To ensure more valid comparisons between 
packs and individuals, wolves with similar temporal dis- 
tributions of location data were selected. For each wolf's 
location data, we calculated the gj% minimum convex 
polygon (Ackerman et. al. 1990). We used the habitat 
where scats were collected to represent the habitat used 
by a pack. 
Home range sizes averaged 88.5 2 18.3 SD krn' (35 i 
j SD mi') for individuals and 123.4 2 53.5 SD km2 (48 t 
21 SD mi') for packs (table 11.7). Range size differed sig- 
nificantly among packs (F = 17.5, P = . o o o ~ ) .  The Gator 
pack used an area significantly larger than either the 
Milltail. or  Airport packs (table 11.7). Although home 
range size has been positively correldted with pack size in 
gray wolves (Ballard et al. 1987; Peterson, Woolington, 
and Bailey 1984; but cf. Mech and Boitani, chap. 1, and 
Fuller et al., chap. 6 in this volume), habitat type appears 
to interact with this relationship for the red wolves at 
2JCWVR. The Airport pack, which had the fewest in&- 
viduals, did have the smallest home range. However, the 
Gator pack established a home range that was two to 
three times larger than the home rmge used by the Mill- 
tail pack, even though the Gator and kldltail packs were 
similar in size (i.e., included four to five animals). 
T h s  disparity was probably a function ofthe produc- 
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T A B L E  11.7. H o ~ e  iaxg- estma;ss of ~~~- rz r .p -p ing  red \\.oh-es ii~ i lo r~5cas~ern  X o r ~ h  Caroliila 
Dates tracktd 
Pack T I  rill2 Brgln End 
hlilltail 
203F 
33liv1 
351F 
394F 
- 
X 
SE 
Composite 
Gator 
300F 
319M 
442M 
443F 
444F 
- 
T 
SE 
Conlposite 
Airport 
313F 
32SM 
426M 
430F 
- 
X 
SE 
Conlposits 
Overall 
Indi \ idual?  
SE 
Compositr ? 
SE 
'Diffcrenr from the other p ~ c k s  ( P  < .05, Flsher's irsst s ~ g n i h i ~ n t  diffsrence test). 
tivity ofhabitat. Of Yg; scats attributed to the Gator pack, 
99% (n = $88) were collectzd in pine-hardwood habitats 
where prey is relatively scarce (Lee et al. 1982; Noffsinger 
et d. 1984; M. K. Phillips, unpublished data). In contrast, 
71% and 98% of the scats attributed to the hldltail and 
Airport packs, respectively, were collected in agricultural 
habitats where prey were abundant (Lee et al. 1981; Noff- 
singer et al. 1984; hl. K. Phdlips, unpublished data). Vari- 
ation in home range size due to prey density has also 
been observed in grav wolves (Ballard et al. 1987; Wyde- 
ven et al. 1995; Fuller et al., chap. 6 in this volume), coy- 
orzs (Gese et al. 1985), and bobcats (Litvaitis et al. 1986). 
Home raqge sizes for red wolves in Texas were simi- 
lar to those in North Carolina, ranging from 7-5 km' to 
l;o km' (10-51 mi') (k ley  and McBride 1972; Shatv 
1975). Overall, red wolf home ranges appear to be inter- 
mediate to coyote ranges, which vary from 4 km' to 
84 km' (1.5-34.6 mi') (Andelt 1985; Gese et al. 1988; Sar- 
gent et al. 19871, and gray wolf territories, which range 
beyond 2,600 krn2 (1,015 mi') (see hlech and Boitani, 
chap. 1 in this volume). 
Food Habits 
Between 27 Kovernber 1987 and 11 March 1993, we col- 
lzcred and analyzed 1,890 red wolf scats. IVhen possible, 
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TABLE 11.8. A k q a l y ~ i ~  0 1.830 red wolf scats collec~ed i1 noihcastern 
Koith Carolinz, KO:-eAnSer 1987->larch 1993 
Prsy spec~es Yo o i  biomass" 
\L7hite-tzilsd dser 
Raccoon 
Lagomorph 
Rodent 
Domestic ungulate 
"Ra\v datd converted as per PGeaver l g g j  
scats were assigned to individual wolves, or packs, via 
radioisotope marhng (Crabtree et al. 1989) or intensive 
trackmg of the wolf. 
Scat content analyses based on the percentage of scats 
containing a given item, commonly referred to as fre- 
quency of occurrence or percent frequency, are biased 
(Kelly 1991). -4ccordingly, we used Weaver's (199;) model 
to refine our scat analysis and estimate the proportions 
of various prey red wolves consumed. Although MTeav- 
er's model was developed for gray wolves, its application 
to red wolves is tenable, with the caveat that prey smaller 
than snowshoe hares will probably be overestimated 
(Kelly 1 9 9 ~ 6 6 ) .  
White-tailed deer, raccoons, and marsh rabbits con- 
stituted 86% of the red wolves' diet (table 11.8). These 
results differ from previous reports about red wolf food 
habits. Nutria, rabbits, and cotton rats were the pri- 
mary ptey of red wolves in Texas (Shabv 1975; Riley and 
McBride 1972). 
Differences in prey consumption by pack were evi- 
dent at ARNWR. The Milltail pack consumed more 
small prey (rodents and rabbits) than the Gator pack, 
which consumed more l ~ r g e  prey (deer and raccoons) 
(table 11.9). This difftrence in food habits was related 
to the abundance and dis~ribution of pre): M'hile rabbits 
and rodents were abundant in the agricultural fields 
used by the ivl~lltail pack, they were uncommon in the 
pine-hardwood swamps used by the Gator pack (Lee 
et 2.1.1982; Soffsinger et al. 1984; M. K. Phillips, unpub- 
lished data). 
Rodents were consumed more by juvenile wolves 
than by adults, and analysis of the scats from the Mllltail 
pack indicates a decrease in rodent consumption with 
age (table 11.10). A similar pattern of prey use was not ev- 
ident for the Gator pack. However, resource partitioning 
similar to that manifested by the Milltail pack was docu- 
mented among members of coyote packs in Yellowstone 
National Park (Gese et al. 1996). 
The differential use of prey by the Milltail and Gator 
packs may have played a role in determining their home 
range sizes (see above). If the predominance of agricul- 
tural habitat in the Milltail pack's range prcvides enough 
prey variety to allow the pack to partition prey resources, 
their home range should be smaller than it would be 
otherwise (Harestad and Bunnell 1979). Additionally, 
the relatively abundant and diverse prey in the Milltail 
pack range may esplain why this pack was able to pro- 
duce and raise an average of 4.0 pups per litter (n = 3), 
whereas the Gator pack produced and raised an average 
of only 2.3 pups per litter ( n  = 3). 
Mortality 
Of the 135 red wolves involved in the restoration effort, 51 
(38%) died while free-ranging, most during the first year 
after release or birth (table 11.11). The first livolfto die was 
female 231, whose death prompted this entry in Phillips's 
field journal: 
TASLE 11.9. h a l y s i b  of 494 and 851 scats from two r<ii wolf packs in northra~trrn 
North Carolha, November 1987-M~rch 199; 
bUtail pack Gator pack 
Prey species Ya of biomassa % of scats % ofbiomass* ?'a of scars 
m r e - t a i l e d  deer 25 29 40 43 
R~ccoon  3 8 - i - 7 46 59 
Lagomorph 14 25 8 15 
Rodent 19 5 8 Z S 
Domestic ungulate - - 1 - 
" R a y  data ionverred AS p r ~  LVe~ver lggj. 
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TABLE 11.10. &lammaban prey consumed ( 9 6  ofbiomass"nd ?+ ofscats b- lo~r)  by wolves of different agesb as determined 
from analysis of scats collected from n~.o red \volf packs in norheastein Sorth Carolinz, November 198;-March 1993 
Zvfdltail pack: Gator pack: MiUtail pack: 
Age of wolf Age ofwolf .4ge of wolf (months) 
Juvenile Adult Juvenile Adult 5 24 24 - 48 48-72 >72 
Prey species n = 17 n = 191 n = 46 n = 390 ,r = 23 n = 29 n = 88 n = 208 
\Vhite-tailed deer 14 
18 
Raccoon 15 
24 
Lagomorph 3 
12 
Rodent 62 
7 1 
"Raw data converted as per Weaver 1993. 
"ges were based o n  isotope labeling of scats from known individuals or from intensive tracking of hiown individuals (see text). 
TABLE 11.11. Number (percentage) of thirty-six captive-born red wolves released in ~~ortlieastern North Carolina dying, 
and causes of death, 14 September 1987-31 December 1994 
No. months after release 
Cause 1 2 6 12 >12 Totals 
Vehicle 5 (14) 3 (8) 1 (3) 3 (8) 12 (33) 
Intraspecific aggression 5 (14) 5 (14) 
Malnutrition and parasitism 4 (11) 3 (8) 7 (19) 
Drowning 3 (8) l ( 3 )  4 (11) 
Shot 1 (3)  2 (6) 
Miscellaneous causes" 1(3)  1 0 )  4 (11) 6 (17) 
Totals 15 (42) 3 (8) 2 (5)  9 (25) 7 (20) 36 (100) 
"Includes uterine infection (I), suffocation (I), pleurl~l effusion and internal bleeding from unknown causes (I), handling accident (I), 
and unknown ( 2 ) .  
lzilS/SS, Friday: It was cold, clear, and windy all day. At 1j3o 
we found 231F dead on the beach about 1 mile south of 
Long Shoal point. We had last located her on December 11 
about 2 miles west, but weather had prevented monitoring 
since then. We found her laying on her side. She had obvi- 
ously been dead for some time as the tides had nearly cov- 
ered her with sand. 
Female 231 died because of internal bleeding and fluid in 
her chest from an unknown cause. Most other deaths 
were caused by vehicles (30%), malnutrition and para- 
sitism (27%), or intraspecific aggression (12%) (see 
blech and Boitani, chap. 1, and Fuller et al., chap. 6 in 
this volume). In addition, four wolves drowned, four 
were shot, one died of complications from a uterine in- 
fection, one choked on a raccoon kidney, one was poi- 
soned, and one died during a handling accident. The 
causes of death of three wolves were unknown. 
Because two paved highways bisect ARNWR, we ex- 
pected vehicles to be an important source of mortality. 
To reduce vehicle strikes, the North Carolina Depart- 
ment of Transportation erected red wolf road-crossing 
signs. In addition, we produced public service an- 
nouncements on local radio to alert motorists to the 
presence of wolves. 
Despite the fact that the captive-born wolves had little 
or no e<xperience hunting, none died solely from an in- 
ability to feed itself. Those that were malnourished were 
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either very old or also suffered h e a ~ y  parasite infes- 
tations (see Kreeger, chap. 7 in this volume). For exam- 
ple, wolves 3ooF and 319M, who had been together for 
almost j years and were 8 and 7 years old, respectively, 
died from malnutrition within 4 months of each other. 
Both possessed h e a d y  worn teeth, and we supposed that 
they had grown too old to hunt successfully (but see 
Mech 1997). 
Four other wolves, all from one pack, died from mal- 
nutrition and parasitism by ticks (Dermacentor variabi- 
lis and Amb<vomma americantlm) and intestinal worms 
(Ancylostoma canintim and Dioctophyme renale). An- 
other wolf, adult 3j8M, succumbed to sarcoptic mange. 
We also captured three pups, sired by 3j8M, that har- 
bored large numbers of Sarcoptes scabiei and were in 
marginal condition. We treated them with parasiticides 
for 18 to 21 days and released them; they survived at least 
through December 1994. Two wild-born pups died at 
lo and 11 monthsj respectively, from complications of 
demodectic mange (Demodex canis), which has not 
been reported before for red or gray wolves (see Kreeger, 
chap. 7 in t h s  volume). Mange, ticks, and intestinal 
worms were known causes of mortality for naturally oc- 
curring red wolves in Texas and Louisiana ( N e y  and 
McBride 1972; Carley 1975; Custer and Pence 1gSla; Pence 
et. al. 1981). 
Five wild-born wolves that presumably died from 
malnutrition were littermates whose only parent (383F) 
was killed by a vehicle when they were about 40 days old. 
Despite extensive searches, we were unable to locate the 
litter after 383F's death. Because of their young age, we 
presumed that they all died. 
Intraspecific aggression led to the deaths of five re- 
cently released wolves that entered the territories of es- 
tablished wolves. Possibly these inexperienced captive- 
born wolves were unaware of the grave consequences 
that sometimes accompany trespass (Ivlech 1g94a; Mech 
et al. 1998). The other death from intraspecific aggres- 
sion involved a 33-month-old, wild-born female lulled 
by her pack, apparently in competition over the only 
breeding-age male in the area. This is one of the few 
records of a wdd red or gray wolf lulled by close relatives 
(see Mech and Boitani, chap. I in this volume). 
Four wolves drowned, including a female pup acci- 
dentally captured in a foothold trap set for a bobcat. The 
other three were from a pack we a c c h a t e d  on Durant 
Island, as mentioned earlier. 
The four wolves that were illegally shot included bvo 
captive-born and two wild-born animals. Two of them 
had been mistaken for coyotes, which can be legally har- 
vested in North Carolina. Over 90% of the red wolf 
deaths were accidental or natural. 
Management during Restoration 
From the outset of the restoration program, intensive 
management of the wolves was necessary to ensure quick 
establishment of a breeding population and adequate 
resolution of wolf-human conflicts. Most management 
required capture of wolves for reasons discussed below. 
We made 110 captures of 45 (71%) of the 63 captive-born 
wolves and 125 captures of 59 (83%) of the 71 wild-born 
wolves. We accomplished 195 of these captures (83%) 
using foothold traps (Mech 1974b). We also modified 
acclimation pens to act as traps for 27 captures (11%) of 
12 captive-born wolves and 1 wild-born wolf. The re- 
maining 13 captures involved a variety of techniques, in- 
cluding dart guns, box traps, and nets. 
On 42 occasions the solution w7e adopted for the 
management problem at hand was to return a wolf to 
captivity or translocate the animal to another area before 
re-release. We returned one pup to captivity because of 
concern for its welfare; a farmer had found it and be- 
lieved it had been abandoned. We placed two wild-born 
wolves in captivity because they were nlalnourished and 
harbored significant parasite infestations. Intraspecific 
aggression prompted four captive-born wolves to wan- 
der widely, which forced us to return them to captivity. 
Decisions to recapture these wolves were based on judg- 
ments that their future movements would continue to be 
wide-ranging and that it was likely that they would be in- 
volved in negative encounters with humans. 
We returned six wolves to captivity on seven occa- 
sions for breeding because their mates had died or, in 
one case, had been returned to captivity. We removed 
another wolf from the wild to breed her so as to improve 
the representation of a rare genetic lineage. 
Conflicts with people led to twenty-eight (70%) of 
the incidents that prompted us to return wolves to cap- 
tivity or translocate them. Eighteen of these incidents 
involved captive-born wolves that, for mostly unknown 
reasons, frequented small areas inhabited by people. Al- 
though these animals rarely caused actual problems, their 
mere presence was unacceptable to the residents. In con- 
trast, the ten incidents involving wild-born wolves re- 
sulted from the animals colonizing uninhabited private 
land. Even though they did not cause problems, their 
presence was unacceptable to the lando~rners, ~ i h o  re- 
quested their renloval. 
These management issues and a few others that did 
not invol~e the public were resolved wirhout signifi- 
cantly injuring the tvolves or inconveniencing residents. 
FVe were able to manage the wolves successfully because 
radio collars allowed us to determine their whereabouts 
almost at yill. Knowledge of a wolf's location simplified 
all aspects of management. 
The importance of managing wolves successfully 
during restoration cannot be overstated. For wolf resto- 
ration to succeed, the public must support, or at least 
tolerate, the program, and managing wolves successfully 
is one way to generate and maintain support and toler- 
ance. Because successful management is so important, 
all or most wolves involved in a restoration effort should 
be radio-collared during the first several years of the 
program. 
Capturing wolves was not the only intensive manage- 
ment s t ra te3  we employed to ensure establishment of 
the red wolf population. For example, during the first 
2 years of the project, when the population consisted 
ofjust a few wolves, we implemented a parasite control 
program that prevented or ameliorated parasitism in se- 
lected wolves (Phillips and Scheck 1991). As the popula- 
tion grew, however, it become extremely laborious to 
continue this effort, and the importance of individual 
wolves decreased, so we terminated the parasite control 
program. 
Conclusions 
The red wolf restoration program progressed consider- 
ably from 1987 to 1994. -4s of June 1002, approximately 
a hundred red wolves (a11 wild-born animals), distrib- 
uted in twenty packs, inhabited a restoration area that 
had grown to encompass about 680,000 ha (1.; million 
acres). From the project's inceptior, through June 2002, 
free-ranging wolves had given birth to 281 pups over four 
generations (USFFVS, unpublished data). 
The restoration area is now composed of 6096 private 
land and 40% public land, whch  includes three national 
wddlife refuges. Since 1988 we have officially integrated 
about 78,800 ha ( I~J ,OOO acres) of private land into the 
restoration area through cooperative agreements, at a to- 
tal cost of Sj,g jl per year for j years ( P h a p s  et al. 1g9j). 
The red wolf restoration program has generated 
benefits h a t  extend beyond the idmediatite preserva~ion 
of red wolves, positively affecting local ci~izens and c o n -  
munities, larger conservation etiorts, and other imper- 
iled species (Phillips 1990). Indeed, the program is an 
effective model for restoring other controversial endan- 
gered carnivores, such as gray wolves, African ivild dogs, 
and black-footed ferrets. 
The red wolf program also dlustrates that the desig- 
nation of a population as "experimental/nonessential" 
can be beneficial for wide-ranging species introduced 
into areas not designated critical habitat, or where an in- 
troduced population may expand into nonpublic land 
not designated critical habitat. The experience gained by 
reintroducing red wolves suggests that such a designa- 
tion would help other introduction programs succeed. 
However, the red wolf program also serves as an ex- 
ample of a potential overrelaxation of regulations under 
the experimental designation. Despite the utility of the 
original final rule that resulted from the experimental 
designation, local opposition to the red wolf program 
during the early 1990s prompted the USFWS to modify 
it (Henry 1995). The revised rule requires the USFWS to 
remove wolves from private land at the behest of the 
landowner if possible, even if the only problem is tne 
mere presence of the animal(s). A similar rule has been 
adopted by the Mexican wolf recovery program (Par- 
sons 1997). The revised red wolf rule also contains a pro- 
vision that allows issuance of a permit for landowners to 
take red wolves (for simply being present) after USFIVS 
efforts to remove the animals have concluded. 
Regulations that pro~ride landowners such flexibil- 
ity are potentially inappropriate for at least two rea- 
sons: first, because they are nearly impossible to imple- 
ment effectively as the wolf population grows because of 
the dficulties of responding simultaneously to a large 
number of landowners, ar,d second, because they might 
establish a precedent that could be used to argue for the 
removal of individuals from other populations of en- 
dangered species (both reintroduced and naturally oi-  
curring) inhabitmg private Land. However, given that 
traditional wildlife management concepts and attendant 
regulations assume that wildlife is public property and 
not subject to removal from private property in the ab- 
sence of a problem, concern that the red wolf rule might 
establish a precedent may be moot except for specific sit- 
uations involvkg reintroduced predatory species that 
are perceived to confict with private interests. 
Certainly local opposition to the red wolf and Slexi- 
can wolf reintroduction programs greacy agected the 
regulations governing management of the wolves. In- 
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deed, the rccoiTery program coordinators and Phillips 
(for the red wolf project) assumed from personal h o w l -  
edge of local polirics and sentiments that more restric- 
tive rules would have significantly hindered and possibly 
caused the termination of the project (V. G. Henry, per- 
sonal communication, 1991; D. R. Parsons, personal 
communication, 1996). Additionally, there was a need to 
clarify regulations for the red wolf program so that they 
accurately reflected long-standing commitments made 
by the USFWS that wolves that inhabited private land 
would be removed if so desired by the landowner. The 
revised regulations published in 1995 may have con- 
tributed to the widespread local support for red wolf re- 
covery (Quintal l99j; Mangun et al. 1996). 
Nonetheless, it has been argued that the 1995 regu- 
lations were excessively relaxed (Phillips and Smith 
1998) and may have contributed to the current level of 
hybridization by allowing wolves to be managed in a 
manner that continually disrupted their social affinities 
(Kelly and Phllips 2000). Phillips and Smith (1998) be- 
lieved that the argument that, relatively relayed regu- 
lations were necessary to ensure successful restoration 
of red wolves is contrary to experiences from reintro- 
duction of gray wolves to central Idaho and Yellowstone 
National Park (YNP). Local opposition to these pro- 
grams was substantial, but the authors of the regula- 
tions did not provide landowners a level of flexibility 
similar to that afforded landowners affected by red wolf 
reintroductions. 
It is true that the centrjl Idaho and YNP projects were 
much less dependent on private land than the red wolf 
project. However, throughout the planning period for 
the gray wolf projects, landowners expressed grave con- 
cern over problems that would arise if wolves came to in- 
habit private property. And during the first two years of 
the IWP project several contentious management inci- 
dents arose involving wolves and private land (Phillips 
and Smith 1998). Nonetheless, the relatively restrictive 
regulations in no way hindered resolution of those inci- 
dents nor the maturation of the two projects; both are 
viewed as unqualified successes (Bangs and Fritts 1996; 
Phdlips and Smith 1996). 
During the restoration program several important 
points became apparent: 
1. i icchat ing and releasing captive-born adults in a 
manner that predisposed them to remain near the 
release site and establish a home range there seemed 
to increase the chances that the wolves wodd  breed 
in the restoration area. Furthermore, i; simp!iried 
the task of initial telernetric monitoring and man- 
zgement. 
2.  Given that the manner of release (i.e., directly from 
an acchat ion pen versus transport to a distznt site 
and release from a shipping container) did not affect 
success, we concluded that it was most cost-effective 
to use a central facility for a c c h a t i o n  rather than a 
multitude of remote sites. 
3. &lost releases failed to result in the wolf breeding in 
the wild, so numerous releases over an extended pe- 
riod were required. This fact and the differential pup 
production by a few individuals emphasize the im- 
portance of individual wolves early in the program. 
Accordingly, it was appropriate during the first few 
years of the project to monitor and manage the 
wolves intensively to ensure their sur-vival. Similar 
results have been reported for other restoration 
projects (Griffith et al. 1989). 
4. Even though most captive-born wolves did not con- 
tribute to population growth, a large enough num- 
ber (at least 18% of the total number released) did to 
serve as the catalyst for population formation. In- 
deed, fourteen captive-born wolves were involved in 
the production of at least 50% of the pups born from 
1987 through 1994. Clearly captive-born red wolves 
were appropriate "seed stock" for restoring a free- 
ranging population. 
j. Our matchmalung of captive pairs was not very ef- 
fective. Of the fourteen adult pairs we released, only 
18% remained together and produced pups in the 
wild. Most reproduction during the first 7 years re- 
sulrsd from nine pairs that formsd naturally in the 
wild. 
6. Maintaining radio contact with free-ranging wolves 
was essential to determining the fates of individual 
animals and for resolving management issues. 
7.' The management flexibility afforded by the experi- 
mentalinonessential designation was critical in so- 
liciting and maintaining support for the restoration 
effort from local citizens and state and federal agen- 
cies. This flexibhty also provided field biologists 
with the latitude necessary to resolve conflicts in in- 
novative and cost-effective ways. 
8. Because red wolves traveled long distances, dispersal 
greatly affected the politics of restoration. It is cr;ti- 
Oram to cal when &signing a wolf restoration pro, 
re&ze that the wolf population wd occupy a large 
area, regardless of political boundaries. 
9. Signif~cant land use restrictions were not necessary 
for wolves to ~ur\.-i\-e. Indeed, the rather lenient bun;- 
ing and trapping regulations for the refuge remained 
unchanged or were further relaxed during the es- 
periment. The lack ofland use restrictions facilitated 
the integration of private land into the program, 
which greatly increased the area wolves could in- 
habit, which facilitated population growth. The 
prognosis for landowners and red wolves to coexist 
is good, since the wolves do not fit their stereotypi- 
cal image and are not a threat to personal safety and 
landowner rights. 
lo. It will be necessary to study the extent of introgres- 
sion between red wolf and coyote populations and to 
actively manage both to prevent hybridization. In- 
tensive management seen~s to be the only way to en- 
sure the coyotes will not again genetically "swamp" 
red wolves. 
11. Most management issues that arose resulted in ex- 
tensive press coverage, which promoted the percep- 
tion that wolves are less manageable, and more 
difficult to live with than other wildlife. This percep- 
tion may subside as local residents become accus- 
tomed to living with wolves and as the species be- 
comes less "newsworthy." However, we feel that wolf 
conservation will continue to be controversial as dis- 
cussions shift from whether to restore the species to 
h o ~ v  best to manage free-ranging popc1a:ions. -4 
similar trend has been predicted for conse:\-ation 
of gray 1%-olves in the n o d e r n  Rocky hlountsins 
(Bangs and Fritts 1996). 
12. A well-trained and dedicated field crew with a?pro- 
priate expertise was crucial to program success. Ad- 
ministrative continuity also facilitated success. The 
importance of these two aspects of the program 
should not be overlooked. Reintroduction programs 
using captive-born animals are especially sensitive 
to staff changes and administrative inefficiencies be- 
cause they are long-lived, because they require that 
many difficult decisions be made in crisis situations, 
and because mistakes with small populations can be 
hard to reverse (Miller et al. 1996). 
1;. Red ~volves can flourish in a wide variety of habitats, 
and there is sufficient habitat available in the south- 
eastern United States to meet the population objec- 
tives of the Red Wolf Recovery Plan (USFWS 1990), 
assuming that the problem of hybridization between 
red wolves and coyotes can be resolved. Gluch of that 
area, however, is privately owned. Consequently, re- 
covery of the red wolf is not dependent on setting 
aside undisturbed habitat, but rather on overcoming 
hybridization with coyotes and the political, logisti- 
cal, and emotional obstacles to human coexistence 
with wild wolves. 
